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Warlord Xorgon gazed from the great drawing room window of his imperial dreadnought upon the fragile pink and green world below him. The virginal planet was technologically primitive and their defeat mere child’s play for the great Xorgon. Over eight feet tall and full of muscles, the scaly grey war-king watched imperiously as the great planetary extractors moved into position, to add this planet’s resources to his conquering star armada. The inhabitants would serve his war machine or be destroyed. 

But Xorgon’s victories were not just marked by the taking of material resources. On any planet with biologically compatible humanoids (and Xorgon used this term loosely), the monstrous nepi-king would demand the youngest and fairest of the planet’s female inhabitants for his cruel and prodigious lusts. His expeditionary parties knew and shared his tastes for nepi-treats, and had reported that the bouncing baby girls of this wondrous world were dainty morsels indeed. 

His door chimed, announcing the arrival of his tiny “guests.” Black armored guards stood behind the opening sliding door, holding shiny polymesh leads attached to the collars of two of the most adorable and toothsome tiny tots Xorgon had ever seen. Golden skinned with black hair that gleamed in the light, the tempting teases were at most two-years-old, standing unsteadily on their spindly toddler legs after their harrowing journey to the ship. Both were virgins, of course, because Xorgon would accept on less. 

“Well done,” he said to the guards, and meant it. His angry nepi-cocks stirred beneath his robes. These were the most delectable pieces of fuckable infant meat he had seen in many cycles. The doors closed and the two trembling tykes shivered in fear as they were left alone with the rapacious alien baby raper.  

“Come in, pretty babies” Xorgon said, almost kindly. He always liked to play with his toys first, and baby girls of every species were easy to draw out and deceive if one appeared gentle and complimentary, even if one was a monstrous alien reptile man. Little girl brains were, he knew, wired very similarly galaxy wide. Throw in a little false empathy and praise about how pretty they were, and baby girls were fuckable putty in one’s claws.

“Was it a scary ride up here? Scary men take babies on bumpy bye-bye from mama and dada?” he cooed, as only a murderous reptilian can through a universal tyrant-to-toddler translator. The two terrified tots shook their heads fearfully, their moist eyes filled with glistening tears.

“Pease, Mr. Monster-man. Pease no hurt ti-ti and dee-dee,” begged the slightly older one, whose slave collar said Ti-Ti. She had the cutest bobbed haircut with bangs, and almost impossibly big, innocent eyes. The even-younger baby (Dee-Dee) had bouncy pigtails but she was shy and hiding behind her sister. 

“Do not worry my tiny moppets. We come from the stars to make your world better than it was before. All the baby little girls like you will get big, strong new ding-dong daddies who will open them up in every way to making even more baby girlies in their tiny, toddler tummies,” the giant mocked as he gave each a mean, playful pinch on their baby bottoms.

“Whu-waaaaanh!” The two sisters huddled closely together, even now more frightened by the mean-monster-man’s strange words. His giant frame and rasping voice made even his supposedly benign words sound very scary to the sacrificial tots.   

“But, you are still scared. Well, we space daddies have ways to make our tender little twatlings jump…” the spacelord hissed as he waved a strange orange ball before their giant eyes, then popping it with a taloned finger! A sudden rush of sparkly multi-hued gas enveloped the mesmerized girls’ stupid, infant faces. Covering their bodies and hair with a nano-thin patina of glistening film, it seeped into their mouths, noses, eyes and pores. 

“COLORS!”
 
“Baby toddler girls love colors! 
Pastel pink and blue and yellow! 
Tiny tots with baby pussies,
Smash our baby holes to jell-o!”

Both baby sisters’ heads suddenly exploded with alien thoughts and colors as their puny girly brains were assaulted by a tidal wave of pleasure and confusion. The gas was a nanotech drug that insinuated itself into every cell and fiber, not only enveloping their innocent minds in a psychotropic haze of hallucinogenic euphoria, but also physically turning them into baby putty that would respond to every desire of their evil nepi-captor.

“How do you feel now, baby bitches?” the alien reptile hissed. His eyes narrowed with cruel pleasure as he watched their stupid mammal faces grow slack with amazement and dawning pleasure. Tiny toddler girls who had never even conceived of such things were now receiving not only a massive infusion of pleasure causing drugs, but also alien thoughts encoded in the drug from the millions of little cuntlings whom had been raped by Xorgon and his minions before.

All those stupid infants had once been pure little vessels of girlish happiness, seeing their respective planets through wide-eyed lenses of innocent wonder. 

“Toddler faces bright and new, 
tender cunts and shiny hair.
None of them were more than two,
Now holes fucked beyond repair!”

But they had all been baby-raped in every hole by a legion of turgid, alien nepi-cocks, each eager to blast their virginal infant fuck passages open with with lust and contempt.

“No! No! No! No!” the two newest baby-whores cried as they tried to run away from the meanie monster-man on their uncertain infant legs. The nano-tech drug made their hair, skin and eyes coruscate with rippling colors that dribbled onto the rich carpet, as they desperately tried to escape their tormenter. Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti had never known anything but gentle kindness in their short months alive, and knew nothing of the vile lusts that drove their captor. But now their minds were filled of images and sensations, of rigid monster cocks stretching, smacking, hurting and pleasuring a galaxy of infant holes. The sensations and images rolled over them, a thousand infant rapes per second, but they were still in the room with their captor. 

Jissa the tiny blonde princess of Argon VII, beloved by her people and brave. Nula the blue jellyfish girl of a water world, caught in nets and raped crackly-red on a desert planet. Bibi and Alis, two simple farm girls from a pastoral planet, who were raped for a month by a division of Xorgon’s army. Mynxa, a horny little 16-month-old baby-slut who became a well-paid rape-hole in the slums of the prison planet.

Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti could not run fast enough and Xorgon pulled them back like yo-yos on a string. “Wheeee-whoooo!” They were each spinning like tops on the palms of his hands, their puffy camel-toe pussy lips tender and battered by the creases of his stony hands. So sensitive and sweet, naïve playthings for an evil rape-monster who wanted to violate their bodies and souls, they reached for each other but were held apart! Xorgon laughed at their stupid, loving sisterly motions. That they loved each other deeply was obvious, and he decided to use their love to torment them. 

“Don’t worry, little Ti-Ti. I like you so I won’t be mean to you. But your big sister is a bad little fuck-puppet and wants me to hurt her baby-holes with my mean sticks. So just watch as I rip open her teenie-tiny toddler nooks and crannies. Just think of her and all the other babies who have been bad little girls. If your good enough, I might not hurt your little holes!

“No, mistuh! Pease no be mean to big sister!” the pigtailed brat sobbed, her flawless golden skin rippling with phantom serpents, and pink bubbles burbling from her lips. She was so scared for her sister, but even now her mind was overcome with images of a poor girly piece of alley-trash being gang-raped in an off-world mining planet bar. “Rape! Rape! Rape! Rape my baby-sister tonight!” banged out the raucous bar music, and a laughing prospector poured fire ale into her gaping asshole.

As Ti-Ti drooled and whimpered, Xorgon lovingly bounced baby Dee-Dee on his knee.

“Dee-Dee! Da-da!” Dee-Dee was back planet side, bouncing on her daddy’s knee. All safe and sound and warm and wet between her baby legs. Daddy was whispering into her tiny ear and brain that he loved Ti-Ti better and the only way daddy would love her now would be if she made daddy’s thingie happy.

“Dee-Dee, baby. Daddy loves baby sister better but little Dee-Dee can make daddy happiest of all if she kisses daddy’s man-dangler.” In her tiny hut, it was just her and daddy, with mommy and Ti-Ti gone to market. Daddy squeezed the back of her neck and she felt her head pushed towards daddy’s big boing-boing. Dee-Dee’s stupid toddler mouth felt all dry and wet at the same time, and her innocent baby heart beat a thunderous cacophony in her dainty chest. Daddy would love her better! Better than Ti-Ti, better than mommy! But she needed to make sucky-sucky on daddy’s mean-meat with her lips or she would be a useless piece of baby-trash like that little girl who kept running away from her deserved rapings in the barracks. That tiny twat’s S&M punishment orgy had been filmed and sent to a thousand worlds, becoming an underground classic. No, Dee-Dee was not a bad girl like her, but a sweet, innocent little toddler who was going to show her daddy how much he should love her.

“Daddy’s thingy is so big,” she cooed with wonder as she kissed its spongy mushroom head with her tiny lips. Its bulbous vastness sped out hugely before her widening baby eyes. It looked delicious, like an ever melting and reforming exotic fruit, full of tasty juices and love for special Dee-Dee. But at the same time it was so big. How could she put all that in her mouth?

“Baby, daddy is waiting,” a voice whispered from the void. “Open baby’s mouth and let daddy show his little special girl what all daddies do with their favorite daughters…” Dee-Dee was so happy! Daddy said she was his favorite which meant she was the best! Innocent but narcissistic, like all tiny girls, Dee-Dee wanted to be a special princess; though not like that stupid vegetable princess, whose love for meaty sticks doomed her kingdom. (The tender little sprout’s entire lifetime experiences spun through Dee-Dee’s empty head in a second.) No! Dee-Dee was going to make da-da’s pee-pee happy and then she’s wear the vegetable crown!

Big! Big! So big and meaty-mean, da-da’s rape-stick descended from above as daddy held her tiny noggin immobile in his vise-like fist. Dee-Dee was suddenly afraid (like those 20 virgin tots stolen from their safe orphanage and forced to suck commuter cock in the subway bathrooms of Homeworld). But daddy wanted Dee-Dee to suck his dirty cock in the now cramped confines of their hut. “Sucky-suck, it baby Dee-Dee. Daddy will stretch his darling daughter’s mouth out so she’ll always smile!” 

The tiny, golden girl with bobbed hair suddenly knew she was doing a bad thing with daddy, and that ma-ma would be mad (as was that fat mountain mother who whipped her slutty one-year-old’s pussy after she stole her drunken boyfriend away). Her pussy-lips still stinging from the mountain-toddler’s punishment, Dee-Dee still knew that daddy’s meat and daddy’s love would make her the specialist little girl in her village! 

“Open up that stupid baby mouth, Dee-Dee. Daddy’s going to (POP!) that virgin mouth-hole and rape baby’s brain’s out. Then everyone will love Dee-Dee because she’ll be the dumbest fuck-puppet in the village,” her daddy’s voice said. Dee-Dee didn’t want to sucky-suck now and was afraid of da-da’s mouth masher, but daddy pushed this massive marshmallow head into her resisting baby mouth. It was so huge and hot and spongy, but also so delicious! Meaty bad bigness stretched out the stupid infant’s mouth, pushing her face out as she tried to gobble it down. Dee-Dee’s eyes grew huge and tears flowed down her stretched-out cheeks as her alien daddy roughly twisted his slimy alien cock in her face. “Daddy loves Dee-Dee best because Dee-Dee is a baby suck-slut!” Dee-Dee suddenly knew this was true because Xorgon’s men were all nepi-daddies who raped their daughters, recording their experiences for the tech-net. Daddies love their baby girls and baby girls all sucked daddy dick, whether they wanted to or not. “No, daddy, no! No, no it hurt! Daddy do it! Baby need daddy pee-pee! Daddy love baby because she special!” A flood of thousands of innocent daughters sucking of their dirty daddy dicks for the first time overcame Dee-Dee’s senses, with each girl’s fears, loves and desires awash in her brain. 

Ti-Ti watched from nearby as her beloved big sister got her adorable mouth violently stretched out by the big, mean monster-daddy. “No! Don’t huht Dee-Dee!” she sobbed, but she was also jealous now. Dee-Dee was always first and could run faster and sometimes pushed her down. That should be Ti-Ti getting choked out by monster daddy’s veiny dick! 

“Da-da! Da-da! Ti-Ti want succky-sucky too!” she blubbered. In her head she suddenly experienced the loss of all the little girls because all their nepi-daddies left them to go to war. All just because they were bad little girls who were not pretty or slutty enough to keep their daddies home. “No! No! Daddies, no leave! Kiss our mouths and rape our faces,” sobbed a million baby girls with outstretched toddler arms.

“Come here, baby Ti-Ti. Daddy loves you too. Let’s see if you sucky-sucky as well as your big sister,” Xorgon-daddy said. 

“Yaaay!” Ti-Ti ran to Dee-Dee and daddy with a look of unvarnished happiness on her wide and innocent face. Her cute little pigtails bounced in the air. Dee-Dee’s face was so beautiful with her mouth around daddy’s pee-pee, and Ti-Ti wanted to be pretty with a thingy in her mouth too! But daddy only had one thingy and bad Dee-Dee took it! But, suddenly, daddy had two thingies! Dee-Dee was slobbering all over daddy’s pee-pee head with her sloppy mouth, licking and sucking, in love. Her eyes seemed to tell Ti-Ti that she loved her and wanted her to join her, but also that she could suck daddy’s pee-pee better!

“Da-da, mwuuurph!” Ti-Ti wanted to gently licky-lick da-da’s thingy but he was mean now and grabbed her head and forced his monstrous cock-head between her luscious infant lips. Big monster bad-thing made her tender, helpless lips (streeeetch!) around his nasty knob! Sister and sister and daughter and daughter, the two infant cock-suckers were now face to face and eyeball to eyeball as giant daddy cock heads stretched out their toddler mouths!

Dee-Dee could suck daddy’s dirty dick better but Ti-Ti loved da-da more and would let him stretch her baby mouth better! Daddy! Daddy! Push it in farther! Sister suck-sluts loved their daddy! Dirty mouth baby-holes were slurpy-slurpy hungry for fat monster daddy dick! But daddy was a meanie and would make their mouths stretch and throats choke! But baby sisters still loved daddy and wanted to prove their love by sucky, sucky, sucky! Their huge toddler eyes locked in love and rivalry, as each desperately sucked daddy’s dicks to show who liked him better!

Mean daddy grabbed their tiny bodies in his monster hands and pushed them down, down down on his dirty twin monster shafts. The loving sisters saw each other other’s tender bodies held firm in daddy’s giant fists as he used their innocent child-faces as onaholes. Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti, sisters in love, sucking daddy’s daddy-cocks together! Daddy’s monster fuck-shaft loved babies’ mouths on his dirty dick heads, but his darling toddler slaves needed to feel the full force of his evil nepi-shlongs ramming down their throats! 

“Glurk! Glurk!” Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti were the teeniest little baby girls, their eyes bulging and legs flailing helplessly in the air as their big-dick daddy slammed their bodies up and down on his fat, veiny cocks. Baby mouths and faces were stretched out impossibly wide, as the long dongs packed out their tiny mouths and throats. First his fat, spongy cock heads were packing their infant mouths, then buried 14” throat deep, fuck-punching their baby tummies. The reverberations of each powerful cock slam sent ripples out into their toddler cunts. 

“Daddy must love us because he is filling our throats with his slimy dicks!” The two nepi-tots’ innocent little minds were overwhelmed with whorish suck-slut desires, to love their daddy’s massive meat with their sweet, girly mouths. Gorged fat with pulsing, veiny nepi-love, the baby sister-twins’ hearts beat runaway patters of sweet, special toddler love. 

Baby-tots never thought of such a thing before. Although they used to eat and laugh and sing, their clean toddler mouths were now newly awakened sex-holes, and their true purpose was just to pleasure daddy-dicks! But, although they couldn’t conceive of such a thing as they gagged lovingly on their daddy’s rape-monsters, the two innocent tots had other holes that also innocently awaited their rape-baptisms. Little girls with little holes are sweet and free, but toddler-girl holes are just angelic clefts and pure dimples of quivering flesh. But all secretly, deep inside, await the day that they will be blasted open by giant cock monsters. 

Xorgon peered rapaciously down on the kicking baby bodies held upside down as he fisted their wiggly toddler bodies up and down on his exultant, fat shafts. Baby mouths were the best, especially when lubricated with sweet toddler tears. But as he slammed the twin tots down on his dirty dicks, he rapaciously eyed the innocent golden folds of their pure pussies and the tiny pink rosebuds of their toddler assholes. So, innocent and unaware of the nepi-lusts enraged by even the merest glance of their baby softness, the four innocent holes cried out to their rapist: “Fuck us! Rape us! Tear us open and hurt and love us! That’s what baby child-holes want! That’s what little girl hearts need!”

“Shoooorp!!!” Mean-daddy ripped the toddler twats up and off his monster, impailing cocks, and each girl shuddered and orgasmed with infant love as their mouth-cunts gurgled and drooled. Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti, primitive golden girl twats from a backward planet suddenly knew, by ecstatic mental communication, what an honor it was to have been throat-raped by such a mighty king. Each was now right side up, and staring beseechingly into each other’s eyes as only loving sisters can. Mean daddy grinned down with monster teeth and big, shiny monster eyes. 

“Mash you up with monster cock, 
your toddler holes so sweet and pure! 
Pink and pampered, baby talk,   
Virgin holes need sausage cure!”   

“Daddy! Daddy! Our tiny holes,
feel a tender, loving need.
Fuck us! Rape us! Bash us! Gape us!
Tender holes must cry and feed!”

Babies Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti were hoisted feather-light by their demon-daddy’s monster fists. The colorful nano-tech webs between them dribbled beads of multi-hued freshness, creating a web of moist intimacy between them. Their trembling baby bits vibrated with wanton innocence, frightened yet desirous of the monster pounding they dreamed would come.”

So tender and vulnerable, baby Dee-Dee’s asshole and baby Ti-Ti’s infant cunts were locked in the crosshairs of the turgid nepi-cocks that had been so recently raping their mouths. Xorgon aimed his monster cock heads at their tender baby holes, while pushing their infant faces down to see their innocent destruction.

“Nooooo! Pease, mistuh! Don’t do the mean thing with your pee-pees,” the girlies cried as one. The memories of their recent mouth-rapes suddenly fixated around their tiny nether holes! “Don’t mouth rape my baby cuntie-bottom,” sobbed the tiny tots. But veiny monster cocks would not be denied. 

“No! No!” Ti-Ti’s baby cunt was a sanctuary of purity, a sweet and undiscovered hole between two vulnerable folds of quivering flesh. Why was the meanie-pole going toward her baby hole?

“Pease! Pease!” Dee-Dee’s baby bottom was two freshly-baked loaves of wondrous bread, split in the middle with a tiny baby dimple. Baby Dee-Dee’s rosebud quivered with anticipatory fear as the freakish beast pole slowly spread her tender anal orbs.  

Breathing swiftly, like bunnies hiding in a warren, the two toddler sisters shivered with fear and innocent anticipation. What was daddy doing? Why was he being so mean? His turgid fuck tools pushed at the portals of the two vulnerable infant holes, like angry giants preparing to force themselves into the tiny doors of faerie mushroom houses. The pressure was too hard and the bad things too big! Baby girls needed to run away! Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti’s uncertain toddler legs flailed in a desperate running motion to escape the prodigious pythons, but daddy’s giant fists held them effortlessly in place! So hard and strong! Pushing! Breaking! Daddy’s dicks slowly pushed Dee-Dee’s luscious baby bottom lobes apart, and she could feel her tiny asshole streeeeetching apart! But Ti-Ti’s toddler twat was being pushed open even faster! “What if daddy put his thingie in Ti-Ti first? Does that mean he loves Ti-Ti better?!”

“No! No! Da-da! No huht Ti-Ti’s pee-pee!” the younger baby cried. She was so tiny and delicately formed, like a perfect china doll, being impaled by a steel girder. Her quivering golden-pink cunt lips were flushed an angry red as the brutal cock-head pushed them open! “Whaaaaah! No, daddy, no!” she shrieked with pain and baby-raped delight as the evil intruder stretched and then tore her hymen into shreds! 

“No! No! Daddy is loving baby too hard,” she squealed as her eyes grew huge with the sudden rush of pleasure/pain that surged through her body. Color waves rippled out from her infant cunt as the nano-bots recorded every image and sensation. Millions of other tiny girls’ baby cunts were being torn apart on thousands of worlds, crying for their lost innocence, but Ti-Ti could also sense that baby cunts throughout the galaxy were happy to see her pussy ripped open and degraded, just like them! 

Pigtailed Ti-Ti was in a giant bowl filled with millions of other toddler girls, grabbing at her tender flesh and dragging her down into their squirming, nepi-mass! But above it all, Ti-Ti was now aware of her tiny pussy hole, filled to bursting with daddy’s cock-head! Muscling its way up her pink pussy, blasting her tender pussy walls with loving sandpaper roughness, scouring out her tender baby-hatch! Only big sister Dee-Dee, floating like an angel at the edge of her consciousness, could save her from the demon dong!

“Stupid Ti-Ti! Daddy popped her open first, which means he loves her bestest of all!” Dee-Dee was so mad at stupid Ti-Ti now and happy to see her “boo-hoo-hoo” as daddy’s mean fuck-snake tore open her stupid, baby pee-pee! Daddy’s hand grasped tight around Dee-Dee’s delicate body, squeezing her mid section so her anal orbs splayed out even more! Daddy’s giant love-maker slowly ground against the bob-haired toddler’s petrified pooper, twisting and blasting her elastic, baby sphincter. 

“Do it, daddy! Daddy, mash my baby-butt! Dee-Dee wants to be like all the other little girls whose daddies raped their infant ass-cunts!” she begged. A flood of obscene anal images and sensations flooded through the toddler’s stupid brain as the nano-net fed her not only raw footage and sensation, but thousands of hours of nepi-anal porn. “Baby girls love daddies ripping open their baby holes, turning innocent angels into infant, anal whores!” she suddenly realized, even as her truer self quaked in fear. 

“Grind it in, daddy! Make Dee-Dee’s baby-bottom bleed!” she desperately shrieked, as the loathsome baby-raper twisted and tore her tiny, pink sphincter. Baby ass-orbs stretched and ballooned until near exploding as the fat-fuck head finally pushed past all resistance, blowing the toddler’s fragile pelvis apart with a single, massive thrust!

“Noooooo! Daddy, noooooo! You’re breaking my baby bottom!” the stupid big sister sobbed as the evil meat-stick rammed into her colon and stretched out her intestines. Little girl bottom holes lead to complex systems of digestion, but stretched by daddy dicks, they become mere stretched out, quivering fuck-tubes, hungering for daddy rape! Dee-Dee sobbed as her daddy’s cruel fuck-pole stirred up her buttery bowels, melting her tummy-cunt with daddy dick and daddy love! 

“Take that, stupid, Ti-Ti!” Dee-Dee laughed and kicked her stupid sister in her crying baby face. The mean monster daddy worked Dee-Dee like a toddler puppet, making her mean and mad at her baby sister! 

“Daddy’s cock inside my asshole, 
raping out my tummy-tum!
Stupid sister with her cunt-hole,
Drown her insides with your cum!”

“Baaaaad! Meeeeean! Deeeee-Deeeee!” Little baby Ti-Ti shrieked with broken-hearted cunt-rage after her big, mean sister kicked her. A throbbing cock of evil continued to ram its way into her tender pee-pee hole, while evil whispers reminded her of the time her big sister pushed her down and stole her dolly (as big baby sisters do). Lifted face-to-face with her meany sister, wailing Ti-Ti cartwheeled her tiny fists and punched back at her ass-raped big sister. 

“Waaaaanh!” “Baaaaawl!” The two loving toddler sisters now scratched and punched, held aloft by their deviant daddy, who laughed with cruel amusement at their feeble yet effective sisterly blows. Like candles that shine without yet melt within, the two tiny combatants clawed and bit with hatred as their monster dick-daddies cooked their baby cunt and asshole, churning their insides like infant rotisseries.   

Butt-baby versus cunt-candy, who would win? Xorgon decided to add more cock to the proceedings. Sprouting two more prehensile cock tentacles, he targeted Dee-Dee’s empty cunt and Ti-Ti’s yearning baby asshole. Both toddlers’ petite pelvises were already stuffed beyond bursting, bulging with monster meat! How could they possibly take more? 

“If daddy puts more in, we will die!!!” the two tiny sisters cried in unison, as the snake-cocks slithered toward their vulnerable, baby fuck pockets. While the two infants were already being raped silly, the two new evil intruders began to stretch out Dee-Dee’s virgin pussy and Ti-Ti’s infant baby bottom.

“Daddy, pease stop! Don’t stick your meanie-pole in my wee-wee!” Dee-Dee begged. How could this monster dad be so mean? Her toddler butt-hole was already stretched wide by his evil dick, but now her little pussy was under assault as well! Her pussy was so sweet and pure, why did a monster want to rib and break her open? “Baby-pussy, baby-pussy, let me come in,” the monster hissed in her brain.

“No, da-da! No huht me and Dee-Dee!” sobbed Ti-Ti, suddenly forgetting she was mad at her big sister. Her tiny baby-cunt was already being raped with the speed and power of a runaway locomotive, but now another train of baby-rape pain was driving its way into her infant bottom! Ti-Ti saw the big monster raping out her sister’s bottom, stretching it out into a huge circle of anal-love! It… it was so bootiful! Suddenly a wave of anal-nepi porn flooded her infant brain and she knew why nepis galaxy-wide loved watching pretty toddler tarts having their itty-bitty baby bottoms stretched impossibly wide by mammoth meat! Thousands of baby-raped bottoms, thousands of smiling and crying little girl faces! And there was Ti-Ti’s face and bottom! She was an anal toddler-whore and now her sister would be too!

“Wape Dee-Dee’s stupid asshole!” Ti-Ti screamed. If monster-daddy raped open her big sister’s asshole, then they’d be baby-butthole twins like the two sisters in the romantic movies “Anal Toddler Princess Sisters.” There had been 137 films in the series so far, all of which played in an ultra-fast loop in her sex-hungry toddler brain. (Ti-Ti especially liked #1, 2, 15, 78 and 122 because the girls looked like her and her sister, and took extra big cocks!) And look! Just like the little princess in #78 (subtitled Baby Factory Sex Slaves), her sister’s eyes were stretching wide with wonder, a lovely scream on her infant lips, as the monster mean-meat jammed its way home into her virgin anal opening!

“Bwaaaaanh!” Dee-Dee’s elfin, virgin rosebud, suddenly exploded like a super-nova as her sweet baby butt cheeks were spread almost impossibly wide and red with pain! The same pornographic nepi-filth from the nano-web that was flowing through Ti-Ti’s head was boiling Dee-Dee-s stupid baby brain as well, but she was sobbing in fear and pain as BDSM Nepi-Brats #12 (The Destruction of Baby Amy) played in her head non-stop.

“No! No! Dee-Dee should be a happy anal-cunt like Ti-Ti!” Little sister didn’t want her big sister sad, so her loving brain sent Dee-Dee’s brain the images and sensations from “The Big Nepi-Clown Playhouse” where teeny tots from Homeworld went for birthday parties and other special occasions. There their mouths, pussies and baby assholes were playfully raped raw by clowns and plushy stuffed animal robots, all the while breathing in pink giggle-gas! Ti-Ti was happy to make Dee-Dee happy too, and sending thoughts and images to her big sister was even easier here than at home, because of the sparkly-net!

“SQAARKT!” An electronic glitch in the nano-nepi-net suddenly changed channels, flooding the sisters’ two tiddly brainstems with happy-rape! 

“Wheeee! Tee-hee-hee!” the two little sisters giggled maniacally, hugging each other with daddy-baby love. Even as the mean daddy man shredded Ti-Ti’s infant hymen and raped her womb, the two little girls were now just giggly, girly fluffle-bunnies! “Baby-tots love double penetration and get them before they are two!” they tittered as more hilarious nepi-rape scenes from “Pre-School Silly Party” where little girls were tickled silly while having all their holes raped by living, squiggly jelly-dildos!

Mean daddy snarled at the girl’s giggly fits. He didn’t mind his nepi-holes having fun, but he was looking to play the sisters against each other, and had been enjoying their baby fist fight. Somewhere a technician had failed and he would soon punish him for his incompetence. But no matter for now…

Sending a mental impulse into the nano-web, while at the same time increasing the girth of his cocks and the speed of his thrusts. Welcome little baby-whores to “Hot Holes & Twisted Twats” where little girls are humiliated and abused by aliens with whirly corkscrew cocks that cum hallucinogenic hot sauce! The series had a rabid following among nepi S&M aficionados, and the two baby sisters were experiencing the images, thoughts and sensation of the series’ hundreds of pretty toddler porn stars! Several of the little crying tots in the films were soooo pretty and glamourous! As Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti hugged each other in double DP pleasure and pain, they cooed with childish wonder at the infant beauty of their fellow nepi-whores.

“I wish I was like Lexis in Hot Holes & Twisted Twats #18!” screamed Dee-Dee. She had the most beautiful green eyes! 

“But the pink liquid girl in #36 got to marry into an alien sheik’s harem because she was in that movie. That’s so romantic,” added Ti-Ti as her perineum was worn to almost nothing by the two monsters raping her little holes. “And she went on to produce her own nepi-line of baby slut-wear! I want clothes like that!” Dee-Dee sobbed. Their tiny holes were being ground to meat but baby sisters can always find something to bond over. Xorgon snarled. Was there nothing that these two baby beauties wouldn’t turn to fun and pleasure? Their dopamine and silliness levels were spiking off the charts, even as he cranked up the pain and humiliation.

“PING!” An electronic tone signaled a message from the bridge, but Xorgon contemptuously ignored it. Turning the glistening bundles of baby joy into compliant and forever servile morsels of toddler fuckmeat was now his overriding desire.   

So the baby sisters liked being close? The space dictator could accommodate that! Manipulating the matter altering energies of the nano-web, he pushed the toddler twins together. Back-to-back they merged on a cellular and DNA level, their flesh knit together from the top of their backs to their little baby bottoms. Facing away from each other, they were no longer face-to-face. But recorded and projected, they could see themselves as a wiggly little twin-sister bundle of baby parts. The mean-man’s two giant cocks in their twin assholes now became one giant tree trunk of baby fuck-force as the two sisters’ little assholes merged into a miraculous shared anal opening, sending shudders of nepi-fucked baby ecstasy to their innocent porn-soaked brains. 

Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti sure were feeling funny, what with their spinal columns merging into one. Their baby limbs were flailing in opposite directions as their little shared baby bottoms opened up into a glorious pink infant asshole! Dee-Dee wanted it! Ti-Ti wanted it! Babies need anal rape-love from daddy! As the mean man’s giant pee-pee stretched out their shared infantile anal rosebud, it rammed up their shared intestinal tracts, which lead into the fuck-tube formed by their now gelatinized, joined spinal columns! 

Glistening with neural sparks and quivering sensation, the toddler sisters’ shared spinal cords were now nerve-packed and stretched-out fuck tubes. Toddlers’ insides are so pink and filled with baby juice and innocent toddler memories! Baby girl first sees a butterfly! POP! Baby eyes so full of wonder first see a rainbow! POP! Baby sees her first daddy dick through the bars of her crib upon wakening! POP! POP! POP! 

Tender and tasty, the two tots’ tiny asshole was so full of fat, loving, violent cock! Their nerve-packed spinal columns were being reamed out (so hot and wet!), their shared anal fuck-pit was melting with desire to have daddy rape them and rape them and rape them! But more daddy cocks were also daddy-raping their baby pussy holes, viciously punch-fucking their tiny, fertile wombs! 

“Daaaaady!!! Pease stop! No!” the infant little sluts cried as their baby wee-wees and stretched-out single bottom hole were triply violated. Their baby-brains were being fucked up their assholes! “But what if daddy cums inside our stupid brains?!” The two toddlers were sobbing with fear and pain, but their baby holes were also so hungry for daddy-dick! As daddy’s dicks made their cunts and asshole cum and quiver, they also felt loved and desired as pretty little love-puppets! 

More vile pornography purred through their bodies, a velvet mist permeating their every cell and orifice. Feel it, babies! The sights and sensations of the Toddler Town orphanage, little girls living in love and safety! But Xorgon’s army invavded and partied there for a month, chasing tiny girly-twats around the halls on their tiny, chubby legs! Welcome to the baby rape-party, little girls! Backstreet Babies, another series, filmed lurid tales of tiny tots raised as cheap, drug addicted hooker babies. Heavy mascara and smeared lipstick baby faces were stretched out with dirty cock meat. The sights, sounds and emotions of these nepi-harlots also soaked the two sisters’ neurons.   

“Waaaanh!” Baby Dee-Dee and baby Ti-Ti cried their baby tears as their shared secret little baby asshole was raped by a tree-trunk thick veiny cock and their two baby wombs were punch-fucked through their stretched out vulvas! Gasping and crying, their sweet, innocent mouths boo-hoo-hooed with slutty innocence, but now two more cock heads weaved before the two sisters’ eyes with serpentine malevolence. Baby lips so sweet and pure, like tiny pink petunias awaiting a refreshing rain, their baby mouth-holes begged “rape us, throat fuck us!” Their mad-dad rape monster was only too happy to comply as he abruptly jabbed his evil, bulbous cock heads into the sisters’ virginal lip-cunts, packing their angel faces with turgid, purple fuck meat.

Baby lips used to mouthing sweet, unsullied platitudes about pretty flowers and merry dances were now obscenely stretched with vile cock meat, pulsing brutally down their tender throat-holes! Pushing passed their gagging throats’ gag reflexes, the meaty invaders stretched out their dainty elfin chests, muscling passed their loving hearts, and then stretching out their pink and hungry baby guts! Oh what it was to be two baby sisters, sharing the same brain and the same tender asshole, to be a convergent nexus of stretched-out fuck meat for the ravenous rape-monsters!

A thousand more vile pornos poured into their violated brain stems like molten lava. Violent, humorous, seductive and cheap. Tiny toddler memories from a thousand worlds featured innocent nepi-sluts, little baby infants popped fresh from the womb: Baby, infant, fresh-baked toddlers, tiny innocent female dollops of confectionary love. So new to the world and ready to spread their fresh, lovely fuck-holes for the vile rape-poles! 

Cutie-pies and angel faces, the two baby tarts were now stretched-out morsels of puffy cunt-taffy as their every hole was pounded and distended with veiny man-love, just the sort of dirty, meaty treat that all tiny girly-tots secretly desire to be. Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti were so happy to be the tiny cunt-puppets to their nice new rape-daddy!

Smooth, silky baby slots quivered and quaked as their dirty daddy dicks pulsed with incessant rape-rage! Xorgon was enjoying the two tiny morsels, enjoying their kiddie orgasms and confusion. He would have to add them, bodies and minds, to his nepi-zoo on board his flag ship. Twenty thousand baby girls, collected from conquered worlds, floated in preserving tubes. Their minds perpetually flooded with alternating cycles of innocent images and baby porn, keeping their quivering toddler bodies in perpetual readiness for mental and physical abuse.

But now, the preservation tubes slid silently open, awakening the twenty thousand baby sweethearts within. Forty thousand toddler feet padded down the dark metal halls of the great flagship, passed crewman frozen in place. Dee-Dee and Ti-Ti clambered into one of the great ship’s ubiquitous escape pods, accompanied by a veritable baby army. Many hundreds of escape pods blew out of Xorgon’s flagship, sailing toward the verdant planet below. 

Xorgon awoke from his reverie, his nepi-cocks flailing from the raping he had been giving the baby sisters, only to realize they were gone. A hurried call to the bridge showed his men, paralyzed by gas from the ship’s defense system. A digital clock counted down a self-destruct signal in 10-9-8-7… 

An previously ignored signal sent to Xorgon now read: New research indicates planet inhabited by high power latent telepaths. By no means give them access to nano-web as consequences may be disastrous.

6-5-4… Xorgon looked up at the viewing screen before him as the escape pods flew toward the planet below and the rest of his fleet began to explode about him. 

3-2-1… “TOOOOODLERS!” Xorgon bellowed as he shook his mighty fist.

The death of a mighty space fleet appeared only as a series of pretty shining stars to those on the planet below, and the thousands of slutty little baby girls who emerged from the space pods worldwide were welcomed as angels.    

                  

     

 



    
   


   
               



      

                    





                         

   

           

  

           

     

    

    
     

